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Abstract. We investigate transient periodic orbits of dissipative invertible maps of R2. Such 
orbits exist just before, in parameter space, a saddle-node pair is formed. We obtain 
numerically and analytically simple scaling laws for the duration of the transient, and for 
the region of initial conditions which evolve into transient periodic orbits. An estimate of 
this region is then obtained by the construction-after extension of the map to C2-of the 
stable manifolds of the two complex saddles in C2 that bifurcate into the real saddle-node 
pair. 
1. Introduction 
An orbit in a dissipative system can show transient periodic behaviour, i.e. before the 
orbit falls down onto the final attractor it seems periodic for a long, but finite, time. 
Saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits are common for dynamical dissipative 
systems. Here we demonstrate for maps of the real plane that each saddle-node 
bifurcation is preceded by this transient periodic behaviour. Essential for our descrip- 
tion of this phenomenon is that in such a bifurcation process two complex conjugate 
periodic orbits in C2 move, as a function of a control parameter, towards the real 
plane; they coincide and then separate in R2 as a saddle and a node (Guckenheimer 
and Holmes 1983). Long periodic transients then occur just before the saddle-node 
bifurcation takes place, when the two complex periodic orbits are close enough to the 
real plane to influence the orbit in R2. 
It turns out that, for parameter values close to this bifurcation point, the region of 
initial points in phase space that exhibit this transient periodic behaviour can be 
estimated by the construction of the boundary of the inset of the fixed point at the 
bifurcation point. As an alternative we make such an estimate by the construction of 
the stable manifold of one of the two saddle periodic orbits in C2. Roughly speaking 
the projections on R2 of points on this manifold, whose distance to R2 is minimal, 
form the boundary of the transient periodic region. 
Similarly to the length of intermittency in one-dimensional maps (Schuster 1984), 
the length of transient periodic behaviour scales with the inverse of the root of the 
distance of the complex saddles to the real plane (cq line). The width of the boundary 
of the transient periodic region scales with this same root. 
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We investigate this phenomenon for the invertible real quadratic map, H, with 
constant Jacobian, b with 0 < Ib( < 1, 
x’=  (1 + b ) ~  +2x2 - by + p  
y’= x 
which describes a typical saddle-node bifurcation if p approaches zero from above. 
The map has two complex fixed points if p > 0, at a distance proportional to Jp from 
the real plane. The saddle-node bifurcation occurs at the origin if p = 0. 
2. Asymptotics of the trajectories before the saddle-node bifurcation 
Below, the following results are proved for the map (1). If p > 0 every orbit diverges. 
If p = 0 the plane is divided in two parts: the inset Bo of the elliptic fixed point at the 
origin, and its complement B,, in which every orbit diverges. Bo is a closed simply 
connected set. Its boundary is an analytic curve that coincides with the set of points 
which converge to the origin along its stable direction. As a result Bo can be obtained 
by construction of this boundary (cf the appendix). 
Equations (la, b) yield for a trajectory {x,, y,} 
x,+, - byncl = X, - by, + 2x2, + p 3 X, - by, + p. (2) 
Therefore x, -by,  increases, at least with a constant amount p if p > 0. Hence each 
orbit diverges in this case. If p = 0, x, - by, either converges, or tends to infinity. In 
the first case, if n +CO, then x’, + 0 and consequently both x, and y,( =x,-,) converge 
to zero. Thus if p = 0 an orbit either goes to the origin, or diverges. Furthermore 
observe that in the latter case each orbit, after sufficiently many iterations, arrives in 
the open set ({x, y} lx  - by > 0) .  Thus B,  is open and consequently Bo is closed. 
The manifold WO is defined as the set of points in Bo whose orbits approach the 
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Figure 1. Phase diagram at the saddle-node bifurcation. The boundary WO of Bo of map 
H for different values of the Jacobian b: ( a )  b =0.25, ( b )  b = 0 . 3 ,  ( c )  b=0.55.  The 
saddle-node is depicted as 0. Observe that Bo is smaller for increasing b. 
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Figure 2. ( a )  Behaviour of orbits near the origin of map H for p = 0 as found from ( 3 ) .  
( b )  Behaviour of orbits near the origin of map H for j3 > 0. The drawn curves smoothly 
connect elements of an orbit. 
Z ~ E  dBo. Then the local behaviour (cf figure 2) of the orbit of H near the fixed point 
guarantees that zo E WO. Conversely WO c Bo by definition. In the appendix a construc- 
tion method for WO is given. 
For small p, the local behaviour of orbits in the neighbourhood of the origin is 
determined by (see figure 2) 
7’ = 7 + 2v2/ (1 - b ) 2  -t p + HOT( 5, 7) 
5‘= b5-46775/( 1 - b)’+ p + HOT(& 77) 
( 3 a )  
( 3 6 )  
which relations are obtained from (1 a )  by a suitable coordinate transformation of the 
form 
5= X - by HOT (4a  1 
77 = x - y  + HOT. ( 4 6 )  
Observe that for p = 0 the first two terms in the RHS of (3a )  and ( 3 b )  are the normal 
form of (1) (Arnold 1977) which is non-linear since the linearised map has an eigenvalue 
equal to one. 
3. Transient periodic behaviour: numerical observations 
I f  p > 0 every orbit goes to infinity. However, there is a large region of initial points 
whose orbits are trapped for a long time in the neighbourhood of the origin. Here we 
define, and calculate for various b and p, the trapping time for each orbit. If p<< 1 
the area with long trapping time appears to be well approximated by Bo, constructed 
at p = 0. The long trapping timescales with 1/v’p. The width (for transversal intersec- 
tion) of the transition region between initial points with long and short trapping time 
is proportional to Jp. 
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The trapping time of a given initial condition is defined as the time to reach the 
region A where the map is essentially quadratic: x' = 2x2, y' = x 
A = ({x, ~ } I x  -by > 0, x > Ro) ( 5 )  
where R, is a sufficiently large constant. If defined in this way the trapping time is a 
discontinuous function of the initial condition. To define a continuous trapping time, 
observe that the approximate map x " + ~  =2x: in A is exactly solvable, x, = 
f exp[2" ln(2xo)]. Now define for a given initial position the trapping time 7 by 
d{xo, Yo})  = N + t 
Ro = f exp[2' ln(2xN)]. 
( 6 )  
(7) 
where N is such that {xN+,  yN+l} E A, {xN, y N }  iZ A and t is given by 
Although 7 is still not continuous, this definition satisfies for numerical purposes. 
Figure 3 shows typical examples of T({x~, yo} )  obtained in this way, for increasing p 
and fixed b = 0.3. 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional plots of the number (cf 
(6)) of iterations (plotted vertically) as a function of 
initial conditions {x, y } ~  [ - 1 , 1 ] 0 [ - 1 , 1 ]  (plotted 
horizontally) at increasing values of /3 ( a  + c ) i  and 
b =0.3. ( a )  p = lO-4, ~~20.9997,.  ( b )  p = lO-3, T,= 
0.997,. (c) p = lo-*, 7, = 0.907,. The number of 
iterations 7, is scaled with a typical trapping time, 
T,, (see (8)). 7, is the maximal trapping time of all 
initial conditions in the region [-I ,  1 ]8 [ -1 ,1 ] .  
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Observe that in particular for small /3 there exists a rather pronounced plateau of 
points with long trapping time. If p increases the slopes become less steep and the 
maximal value of T (in units of the typical trapping time T~ (see (8)) diminishes. 
Furthermore a second ridge, which exists for all p>O, becomes relatively more 
important. 
We obtained the following results from our numerical computations varying b and 
letting p approach zero from above. 
(i) Maximal trapping time T~ scales as 
TO - (1 - b ) / J p .  (8) 
The constant of proportionality in (8), of course, depends on the chosen range of 
initial conditions and on the choice of Ro. However it is very insensitive for both 
choices and is numerically very close to 7r/d2, which is confirmed by the analytical 
analysis below. In the following we define T~ = 7r( 1 - b ) / d ( 2 p ) .  
(ii) The central line C of the transition region, i.e. the contour line with T = ~ ~ / 2 ,  
coincides to a good approximation with WO, the boundary of the inset, if p = 0. The 
error is of the order of p, and therefore small. 
(iii) The slope s of T ( { x ,  y } )  at C scales as 
s - 1/Jp. (9) 
Consequently the width of the transition is O(dp). As a result the shift, mentioned 
in result (ii) is negligible. Note that the proportionality constant in (9) varies along 
the central line C (cf figure 4). 
Finally we remark that the trajectory of each initial point which shows transient 
periodic behaviour reaches the neighbourhood of the origin in a few steps and stays 
there for most of the trapping time. Furthermore, ‘relevant’ transient periodic behaviour 
occurs in a small range of the parameter: O< p =s lo-*. 
Figure4. Contour lines of the ‘landscape’ in figure 3 ( b )  for b = 0.3, /.3 = lo-’. The line 
with trapping time 7,,/2, C, is indicated with 0. 
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4. Analytic description of the observed results 
The scaling results are described quantitatively by the analytic solution of a map that 
approximates the trajectories in the neighbourhood of the origin. To find the transient 
periodic region for small values of P, we extend map (1) to a map from C2 + C2. We 
demonstrate that the complex stable manifold of one of the complex conjugate saddles 
before the bifurcation determines the region of transient periodic behaviour. 
The local behaviour of the map H at the origin is derived from ( 3 a )  and (3a). For 
a trajectory that passes through a small neighbourhood of the origin, tends to 
P / ( l -  b )  with b" and effectively map (1) reduces to the one-dimensional map ( 3 a ) .  
The latter is approximated up to orders v3  by 
v'= v/(1 - a v ) + P  (10) 
where a = 2 / (  1 - b)'. This map is exactly solvable: consider the linear map of the plane 
One readily verifies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between an orbit 
(qo,  v,, . . . ) of (10) and the equivalence class of orbits ({uo, wo}, {U,, w,}, . . .) of (ll),  
defined by 70= U,,/ wo. Since (11) is linear, it can be solved. In this way we obtain 
for (10) the solution, (. . . , v,,, . . .) 
77, = f j (  n) = (AA" + A*A*")/(BA" +B*A*"). (12) 
A = exp(if#J) f#J = c o s - ' ( l - a p / 2 ) = d ( a ~ )  (13) 
Here A is an eigenvalue of U 
and A and B are components of the eigenvector. Then { uo, wo} = { A  + A*, B + B*}. 
To interpret these results, recall that (10) approximates to (3a) if (v3)  <1v21 and 
1v31< P. Both inequalities are satisfied if 171 < dp < 1 (cf also figure 2). The time needed 
for an orbit ( vo, ql,. . .) to go from vo to Jp is ~ ( 7 ~ )  = fj(dP) - f j (  vo), f j (  7) being 
the inverse of f j ( n )  in (12). Clearly from figure 5, ~(-dP)=i i (d@)- i i ( -dP)= 
~ ( 1 -  b ) / d ( 2 P ) ,  which is in agreement with the value which was found numerically 
(cf (8)). Furthermore observe that f ( n )  also predicts the observed values for the shift 
proportional to P and the slope s (results (i i)  and (iii) of 0 3) .  
To determine the trapping region, consider (1) as a map from C2+ C2. If P > 0 
this map has fixed points at 
x = y = *iJ (p /2)  
A + b / A  = 1 + b *4id(P/2). 
(14) 
(15) 
Each fixed point is a saddle: one of the two eigenvalues (in absolute value) is larger 
than one and the other smaller than b. If p tends to zero, these two points approach 
the real plane. At p = 0 the two points merge into one real fixed point. 
We now show that the stable manifold of one of the complex fixed points, W', can 
be used to predict the boundary of the region of transient periodic behaviour. For a 
(complex) saddle this stable manifold is the set w ~ C ' s u c h  that H"w converges to 
the fixed point for n + a .  In the appendix we show the existence of an analytic 
transformation z ( u ) ,  C' + C', whose range constitutes iV. Similarly, if p = 0, a set 
WO is defined in C2. The intersection of this set with [w' is WT, (cf figure 1). 
with eigenvalues determined by the equation 
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Figure5. A schematic plot of fi(7) for (10) calculated from (12) for some 6, p pair with 
very small p, p >>p. Observe that the thickness and shift of the transition region agree 
with the numerical results (8) and (9). 
To predict the boundary of the transient periodic region, recall that for a point 
w€C2,  Re(w) is its projection on R2 and IIIm(w)II is its distance to R2()I 11 is the 
Euclidean norm). Now consider for p = 0 a line 1 in R2 which crosses WO transversally. 
When we determine w E Po such that Re(w)E I ,  then the distance IIIm(w)\I to 1 is 
minimal, i.e. zero, at the intersection of 1 and WO. Figure 6 shows IIIm(w)ll along a 
particular line 1. Similarly, we expect for p > 0, that when we cross the central line C 
transversally along the curve 1, the distance IIIm( w)ll with w E W and Re( w )  E 1, is 
minimal at the intersection point. Figure 7 confirms this claim. Observe that there are 
several branches. The branches for which the distance tends to zero if PLO,  correspond 
to the central line C .  Positions on the other branches whose distance is minimal 
correspond to points in the real plane whose change in trapping time is maximal. The 
- 0.5 1 
- 1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 
X 
Figure 6. Illm( w)ll plotted against the x component of Re( w )  for p = 0, y = 0; w E W and 
the projection of w on W2 is in I (cf figure 8). 
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Figure7. Upper curves show l/lm(w)ll  against the x component of Re(w) for ( a )  y =0.75, 
( b )  y = 0, ( c )  y = -0.36, and against the y component of Re( w )  for ( d )  x = -0.2, all for 
p = Lower curves show the trapping time T for initial points on the curve 1. 
intersection lines 1 for figures 6 and 7 are shown in figure 8, where the manifold Wi, 
at b = 0.3 is also shown for comparison. 
5. Final remark 
We have studied transient periodic behaviour in the basin of an attractor at infinity 
for a quadratic map, which has a saddle-node bifurcation. We are able to predict 
analytically the region of the initial conditions for which orbits seem to converge to 
a periodic orbit for a long time, and the duration of these transients. 
We conclude that every saddle-node bifurcation, taking place in the basin of a 
certain attractor, is preceded by transient periodic orbits in this basin. Since saddle-node 
bifurcations typically occur for dissipative dynamical systems, at least in a range of 
parameter values (Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983), these transients are a common 
phenomenon. 
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Figure 8. The intersection lines I for figures 6 and 7. For comparison the manifold Wg at 
b = 0.3 is shown. 
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Appendix. Construction of invariant manifolds for a quadratic map in C2 
Consider the quadratic map (1) of C 2  onto C 2  expanded about a fixed point. The map 
and its inverse can be written, denoting the pair {x, y }  by z, as 
where Rzz and Qzz denote homogeneous quadratic terms. 
P-' has eigenvalues A;' and A;' = b-'A, (where lA,l S IArl and lAsl  < l ) ,  andeigenvec- 
tors e, and el,  respectively. 
We prove the following. 
Lemma. There exists an entire function z(  U), @ '  + C 2 ,  such that 
z ' = H z = P z + R z z  H - ' z  = P-'z + Qzz. (AI) 
Z (  U )  = H-'Z(A,U), Z( U )  = Ue, + HOT. ('4.2) 
ProoJ: Suppose z( U )  to be differentiable: by differentiating (A2) n times and substituting 
U = 0 we obtain the hierarchy: 
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(a superscript j on z denotes j differentiations of z with respect to U). Here the sum 
runs from 1 to n - 1, as ~"'(0) equals zero. 
Equation (A3) can be solved explicitly. For n = 1 
( A ~ l - P - ' ) ~ ( l ) ( 0 ) = O  (A41 
which is valid if z"'(0) points along e,. For arbitrary n > 1 (A3) becomes 
n - 1  
( A ; " - P - ' ) r , =  C Qrjrnwj rn = z'"'(o)/ n !. 
j = 1  
Since n > 1 and A, is the smallest eigenvalue, (A;" - P-') is invertible. Then (A5) 
immediately yields 
II rn II s q ( n  - 1)II(A;' - P-')-'llop max (I1 rj I1 II rn-jll) 
llzl12 = (z, S'SZ) ('47) 
n > l  ('46) 
where q is a constant depending on Q and 11 lldenotes the norm 
where S is such that SPS-' is diagonal and ( , ) is the usual inner product; 11 [ l o p  is 
the corresponding operator norm. Then it holds 
ll(A;" -P-l)-l(l,p=max{lh;" -A;'I-', IA;" -A;'I-'} 
s ( lASl -"  - lA,l-l)- '  (A8) 
since lAsl s [All and lA,1 < 1 .  
and (A8), that 
If we normalise such that )I r1 11 = q- ' ,  then we can prove by induction, from (A6) 
11 r,, 11 d q-'A'-" A IA,l-2 - IA,I-'. ('49) 
We now can reverse the argument. 
Define a function, with rn computed from (A5) 
m 
z ( u ) =  C rnun. 
n = l  
Obviously z ( u )  satisfies (A2) on a disc Iul <A .  However, since 
z(A;'( U )  = H-'z (  U )  ( A l l )  
the domain of z ( u )  can be extended to e'. Hence z ( u )  is an entire function (cf also 
Lauwerier 1984). 
For the Henon map ( l ) ,  write z ( u )  = { g ( u ) ,  f ( u ) } .  From ( l b )  one obtains g ( u ) =  
f ( A u ) ,  and thus 
z ( u )  = { f ( A s u ) , f ( u ) )  (A12) 
and we compute the Taylor coefficients o f f (  U )  
t l  = 1 ('414) 
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Figure9. The complex U values which are a solution of (A16), with y ,  =0, b =0.3 for (a)  
/3 = 0, ( b )  /3 = lo-’. The curves marked with x and 0 correspond to the branches of 
IIIm(w)II in figures 6 and 7 ( b )  which are closest to the real plane. 
We used this Taylor expansion for the numerical construction of the complex 
manifolds; we truncated the expansion at a certain degree, for which the numerical 
values of the remaining terms were of the order of magnitude of the precision of the 
computer. Then we solved for U the equation: 
Re (f(u)) = Y c .  (A161 
In this way we obtained solution curves in the U plane (cf figure 9). We constrained 
ourselves to a relevant range of x ( y )  values (1x1 < 1, lyl< 1). The projection on I W ~  
obeys Re(z) = {x, y c }  and by construction z ( u )  E W (and analogous for figure 7 ( d ) ,  
where the x component is kept fixed). 
In order to check the validity of the results we varied the truncation order of the 
Taylor expansion. The solutions in the chosen x-y  domain of (A16) were insensitive 
to such variations. 
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